• RF energy given to the beam by the injector is partially converted to FEL light and partially dissipated in the dump • The bend magnet needs to be carefully designed to transport electrons with a large (~50%) energy spread to the dump with extremely small losses • Better alternative is to do energy compression • So the maximum FEL power that can be extracted is some fraction (up to about 50%) of the power in the injector 
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• The first case assumes that the electron bunches are not compressed, which gives the most compact system • Since the energy is 200 MeV and the charge is 100 pC the obvious application for the driver is for a UV laser • Undulator A from ANL, wiggler design that worked well for the UV and for a 200 MeV beam was assumed • With this wiggler and a 2 psec FWHM bunch length there is a gain of about 60% in the UV and the power estimated by the spreadsheet is a few hundred Watts
• Since the bunch is so long, the spreadsheet assumption that there is a single super-mode breaks down so the power may be much higher • The second scheme assumes a buncher/debuncher system which can bunch down to 1/3 of a psec FWHM • This gives very high gain of several hundred percent • The power is estimated to be more than 1 kW
• This is high enough that the power limit will be the optics and not the electron beam • The optics for the Push-Pull FEL will be based on a quadrupole doublet at each Injector and two quadrupole doublets each side of the wiggler • The optics is designed to focus a round beam at the cathode to a round beam at the center of the wiggler • Since a vertically focusing quadrupole for the accelerating beam will be vertically defocusing for the decelerating beam and vice versa, the vertical beta functions for the accelerating beam will be identical to horizontal beta functions of the decelerating beam and vice versa • This design automatically provides well behaved optics for
